
Operation Guide of Optex Products and 

HIKVISION NVRs 

1. Plug in Optex Products (PIE, REDSCAN), configure the network parameters (IP, gateway etc,) 

by browser or REDSCAN Manger software. 

2. Configure the Event Code’s transmittal mode and port of Optex products. Within the same 

network segment, you can use UDP broadcasting, and only need to configure the port. 

Otherwise you need to specify the receiving NVR IP and port. 

3. Go to ‘NVR –> Menu – >Configuration – >Alarm –> Optex’ 

 
Note: The port of TCP and TCP can be modified, the default value is 1234. 

4. Select the device from the drop-down box. 

Note: Hikvision NVR support max 8 Optex devices to access. 

 



Notes: In Step 2, users have already set the Event Code’s transmittal mode & port and the receiving 

NVR IP and port in Optex device. If the users don’t set IP address in ‘Optex Device No.’ here, the 

message will be discarded. 

5. Delete the Optex device. Users just need to delete the IP info of the devices and click ‘Apply’. 

6. Select the Optex model series and name after setting the Optex device IP. 

Hikvision NVR support REDSCAN and PIE series currently.  

REDSCAN series includes RLS-3060SH-4 and RLS-3060SH-8. The number ‘4’ and ’8’ stands for 

4 regions and 8 regions.  

PIE series: According to the specific models. 



 

7. The supported ‘Event Code’ will be appears after selecting the Series and model name. 

 

 



8. Offline & Connect Events 

Offline: When five consecutive seconds unable to receive a message or cannot receive 

TA/DM, offline will be triggered.  

Connect: If the distance between the current and last time connection is more than 10s, 

Connect event will be triggered. Handling rules are same as others. 

 

9. Alarm Trigger 

All the trigger settings are supported and same as the other events. 

  



10. Recording Search 

The users can search the event video that Optex devices triggered. Please check the following 

screenshots 

 



 
 

 

11. Event Log 

All the Optex alarm logs can be found in the NVR, the major type is Alarm In, and users can 

find the detailed info in the description. 



 

 


